
from 
scratch

For each major project—
like this grand living 
room of a 57th Street 
penthouse—Mario Buatta 
makes a detailed drawing 
on plain white paper 
and staples fabric, tassel, 
and trim samples to 
cardboard to see colors 
and textures together. 
Analog, yes, but it’s  
a document of the room,  
so that years later,  
when the sofa needs  
re-covering, he can find 
the fabric at a glance. 

Rendering and samples by Mario Buatta

rule 1
fabric 
“I don’t use that much chintz in  
the city,” says Buatta. “Silk taffeta 
feels much more sumptuous, 
especially in an apartment like  
this that feels more formal.”

rule 2
bric-a-brac
“You always have an odd number of 
things on a table,” says Buatta.  
“Never even numbers. It’s like  
flowers in a vase—you want three, 
five, seven, nine. Even numbers  
look calculated.” And don’t count the 
lamp. “A lamp is not an accessory.”

rule 3
pattern
“I don’t want a room to look like  
it was done overnight; I want it to 
look like it evolved,” says Buatta. 
Thus, clashing patterns reflect  
a client’s changing tastes. “You take  
one print in this size and one in  
that, put a check against a floral, put 
that against a stripe, and play  
with them till you get a pleasing 
balance of color … The most 
interesting rooms look like someone  
with personality created them.”
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Plaid curtains  
and their  

yellow-striped  
lining

Red-trimmed  
leopard-velvet  

bench

White sofa  
with  

detailed fringe

Monochrome  
silk armchair

Trimmed  
pale-blue sofa  

with color-blocked  
velvet pillow

Fringe-trimmed  
coral print sofa

Printed  
silk taffeta  
armchair

Green-trimmed  
velvet bench

Art Deco–style  
crystal-beaded pagoda 

sconces

French Art  
Deco–style shagreen  

coffee table

Black-and-gold- 
lacquered writing desk  

and bookcase

Nineteenth-century  
Chinese porcelain  

garden stool

Nineteenth-century 
Chinese  

porcelain vases  
(also above),  

turned into lamps

Eighteenth-century 
Chippendale  

tea table

Nineteenth-
century  

Japanese  
table

-

--

- Hammered-silver  
wall-covering,  

used for the ceiling

Graphic linen carpet

Apple-green  
wall paint
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